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"This is the sequel to the original Zaccaria Pinball. As with the first
game, the player is challenged to earn points on the table by sinking
as many of the colored balls (red, yellow, green, blue and purple) as
possible to win the game. However, players are given more options in
this game. Players can change the playing field rotation with an input
of a direction by pressing the corresponding button on the control
panel. Furthermore, players can opt to play the game with the three
top decks from the factory deck, or they can play with three decks
that are a subset of the factory decks. Deck builder allows for
advanced options on deck creation, such as precise color and color
layering to fit the theme. More than 100 factory decks are available,
and players can create their own deck by using the deck builder and
basic rules set. Players can choose from four different game modes:
game, challenge, trap and ball. The challenge mode provides a flexible
challenge for players of varying levels. The trap mode is like the
challenge mode, except players can play a maximum of two games
per week. The ball mode provides a single game by setting a fixed
total number of balls, rather than a fixed number of balls per game.
Players can also input a total number of total spins (ten, twenty, thirty
or forty) for the game, in which case they will start with exactly that
number of balls. In addition, a new feature has been added with this
game: interactive mode. In interactive mode, the top four cards and
the winning card can be selected by the player, making the game
more interesting and challenging." House of Diamonds is an LCD
pinball table with vector graphics. A variety of special features are
incorporated into the theme design, including numeric, color, and
personalization elements. The main playfield components include
"push back" and "kickback" bumpers, pop bumpers, ball returns, a
target ball, top decks and bottom decks, and over 200 animated
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model parts. Key Features: Vector Graphic Designs 2 playfields 3
flippers 3 pop bumpers 3 kickback bumpers 5 ball returns 2 ramps 5
target balls 1 King model 1 Clown model 3 frame sizes 4 playfield sizes
Dance Hall Noir Pinball - House of Diamonds Pinball Table: "House of
Diamonds is a game in a breathtaking world of illusive masks and
macabre fairy tales. At the center of it
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Fishing Planet: Salmon Star Pack Features
Key:
Train Simulator: OBB Add-On 4020
Compatible with Train Simulator: OBB version 38.41
A full copy of Train Simulator: OBB with sound and new trains
Single-player and multiplayer mode

PACKAGING:

CPK file
May contain English or French language messages
To install, extract the contents of the download ZIP archive to your
"Data Files" folder. You must then start the Train Simulator game and
select "Play Game" and "Manage Content" from the new main menu.
Then follow the instructions in the Read Me screen to install this
product.
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KEY FEATURES:

Features
A new engine and rolling stock
And when an engine fails, the next one will be automatically chosen
from the second locomotive
You have the option of defining your own seats: first class, second
class, third class, and coach. There are 144 seats in total
The livery is a New Orleans Orleans 4 BROLE
There is a total of 47 modeling users
The sounds will be natural
The map includes all the stations and depots in the suburbs of New
Orleans.
Included: two richly decorated vintage simulators
Included: four detailed manuals, four complete user's guides, four
other useful manuals and the full version to download
Included: tutorial: how to use the filters, etc.

REQUIREMENTS

Windows XP or higher
CPU: 2 GHz
RAM: 2.5 GB
Best possible video settings
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